frequently asked questions
What kind of wax do you use?
We use both hard and soft European wax especially made
for sensitive skin.

What is a Brazilian Wax?
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A Brazilian Waxing removes all the hair from the bikini area
from front to back, or we can leave a “landing strip” if you
prefer.
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Why get a Brazilian Wax?
Because waxing makes your skin feel so soft and it lasts
much longer than shaving. Some people wax because they
feel it is more hygienic. Our body releases natural oils and
sweat on a daily basis. Our hair can hold on to them as well
as the odor they produce. When you remove the hair you
can stay cleaner and fresher longer. It helps you feel less
inhibited, and so sexy! You will love the results!

Does it hurt?
We’re not going to lie, it doesn’t feel great. Every person’s
pain tolerance is different. More often, the anticipation of the
wax will cause more anxiety than pain you actually feel.
Our experienced estheticians will put you at ease and help
you relax in your private room. The good thing is that the
pain goes away in seconds and you feel considerably less
discomfort the more often you wax. We do carry products
that minimize discomfort. By the time you leave your
appointment, the pain will be gone and you will be happy
and hair free!

How do I prepare for my Brazilian or Bikini wax?
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Its good to shower before your appointment. Hot water
opens pores and allows hair to come out easy, making it
less painful for you. Your hair should be grown out at least 3
weeks prior to your first Brazilian wax. The longer the better,
so don’t trim. This will ensure the best results that will last
longer.

Isn’t it embarrassing?
NO! Our estheticians are very professional with lots of
experience and wonderful personalities that put you at ease.
Because we specialize in this type of waxing, we see all
body shapes and sizes. We will make sure that you are
always comfortable and treated with respect.
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What if I don’t want all the hair gone?
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That is completely fine! We can offer you a bikini wax, or you
can do a modified Brazilian, which takes the wax in further
than a regular bikini wax.
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My husband/boyfriend needs to get his brows
cleaned up. Will he look feminine?
Absolutely Not! We like our men to look like MEN! Male brow
shaping usually consists of getting rid of the unibrow, taking
away the stray hairs underneath the brow and giving him
a trim.

Why go to The Waxing Co.?
Because waxing is what we do! We are the first salon in
Honolulu dedicated to waxing. We are also very clean – we
follow strict sanitation policies and do not “double dip” our
sticks in the wax for Brazilians. Our estheticians are friendly,
experienced and love what they do! Come and see what
all the talk is about and experience the best wax in
Honolulu!
for more FAQs, visit www.thewaxingco.com

